
Magnetic Spray Gun Holder - Dual 
Powerful magnets attach the stand to the walls of spray booths, work stations and other vertical metal 
surfaces. 
 
AES.166   

Magnetic Spray Gun Holder 

19991 

 ¥ Provides convenient storage of gravity feed spray guns when not in use 
¥ Attaches to spray booth walls, work stations, tool boxes or any metal surface 
¥ Vinyl coated hooks protect spray gun finish from scratches 
¥ Spray gun not included 

 

VAP.19991   

Wall Mount Gravity Feed Spray Gun Holder 
Easily mount your spray gun to a convenient wall for quick and easy access! The strong steel       
construction mounts to any vertical surface and can hold any standard gravity feed spray gun with 
cup. No more just laying the gun on your table, quickly hang it up on this wall mount and it's always 
there for you to come back to quickly - without the mess! Mounts to any wall or surface for permanent 
use. Holds all standard gravity feed spray guns. Strong Steel Construction. 
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2pc. Gravity Feed Spray Gun Holder with Removable Strainer Holder 
• 2 pc gravity feed gun holder works great with all gravity feed guns 
• Top strainer holder may be removed for additional clearance 
• Strainer holder swivels away from cup 
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Prices Show In Effect October, 2018 Subject To Change Without Notice 

Multi gun Paint Gun Rack from DeVilbiss®  

sits on your workbench or mounts on a wall to hold one or two of your gravity-feed spray guns, either 
for storing between jobs or for one-handed filling of the paint cups. It's designed to be used even with 
disposable cup systems like DeKups, Gunner and PPS. (Traditional racks require the rigid cup to hold 
the gun in place on the rack.) Rugged metal  construction with plastic sleeve to prevent marring of 
your paint guns. Spray guns not included. 10 x 15 x 10 inches 
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